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Atias Pharma Executive Summary

➢ Developing new therapeutic agents targeting endocrine FGFs and their 
cellular pathways

➢ Initial focus is on FGF21 and 23

➢ IP and know how from the leading labs in the field:

➢ Dr. Mangelsdorf and Dr. Kliewer: Key insights into the biology and physiological role of 
endocrine FGFs

➢ Dr. Schlessinger : Key insights into the mechanism of action and signaling via receptor 

tyrosine kinases, including FGF-receptors

➢ Targeting major medical needs

➢ Indications cover secretory diseases (acute pancreatitis), metabolic diseases, 

calcification disorders (XLH) and liver cancer

➢ First molecule in the clinics expected in 2022
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Endocrine FGFs

➢ The three endocrine FGFs, FGF19, FGF21 and FGF23, are 

circulating hormones that regulate important, highly 

conserved, metabolic processes. 

➢ FGF19 regulates bile acid homeostasis in the liver

➢ FGF23 regulates phosphate homeostasis in the kidney

➢ FGF21 regulates critical metabolic processes in adipose 

tissue and in the brain

➢ Dysfunction in signaling pathways activated by endocrine 

FGFs has been linked to a variety of metabolic, endocrine 

and bone disorders as well as a subset of liver cancers
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FGF21 Pharmacology

➢ FGF21 is a hormone that manages energy 

utilization and helps the body adapt during 

times of privation

➢Adipose is the target for the acute glucose 

and insulin lowering effects of FGF21

➢ The nervous system is the target of FGF21’s 

effect on weight loss and reward behaviors
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➢ Our experiments demonstrate that rather than 

serving as a co-factor for FGFR activation, KLB 

functions as a the primary receptor for FGF21 

binding and FGFR functions as a catalytic subunit 

that mediates intracellular signaling

➢ The structure of β-Klotho reveals a ‘zip-code’ -like 

mechanism for endocrine FGF signaling. Lee et al. 

(2018) Nature 553, 501-505.

➢ The structure enabled generation of super FGF21 

agonists and guidance for the generation of α-

Klotho or β-Klotho inhibitors, including potential 

small molecule inhibitors
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Crystal Structure of FGF21CT in complex with KLB

Lee et al., 2018



Molecular insights into the structure of ligand occupied 
KLB provide road maps for the development of new 
super-agonists and inhibitors of endocrine FGFs

Agonists: New potent engineered endocrine FGFs for 

treatment of metabolic disease that will benefit from 

therapeutic stimulation of FGF21 cellular pathway, such 

as NASH, pancreatitis, obesity and diabetes

Antagonists: New potent inhibitors including small 
molecules targeting the pseudo-glycosidase site of α- and 

β-klotho for treatment of bone disorders (XLH) and liver 

cancer, respectively
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FGF21 as a therapeutic target

➢ Key role in energy expenditure and regulating hydration
➢ There are clinical trials across several indications ( Novo, Pfizer, BMS…)

➢ FGF 21 is a potent secretagogue

➢ In particular in the pancreas; autocrine loop

➢ Cures acute pancreatitis in animal models

➢ Possible indications
➢ Acute alcohol induced pancreatitis: 30% mortality rate 

➢ Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography (ERCP): 5-15% of procedures results in acute 
pancreatitis

➢ Pancreatic cancer

➢ Cystic fibrosis: chloride channel mutation prevents juice flow, often fatal

➢ A variety of new super agonists have been generated

➢ Composition of matter IP to be filed on Pancreatitis and other secretory 
indications
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Large Commercial opportunity

FGF21

➢ Short term: acute pancreatitis 

and Endoscopic Retrograde 

Cholangiopancreatography 

(ERCP)

➢ Acute pancreatitis : $2.6 B/ year in 
hospitalization in the US; mortality 
1-5%; about 350,000 
hospitalizations/ year 

➢ ERCP: acute pancreatitis in 5-10% 
of cases

➢ Longer term: cystic fibrosis

➢ Prevalence in the US: 30,000 and 
ROW 70,000 patients

➢ Other metabolic diseases

FGF23

➢ Short term: XLH and TAO

➢ Longer term: potentially renal 

diseases such as CKD

➢ Market estimates for XLH

➢ 12,000 patients US

➢ 9,000 adults; 3000 pediatrics

➢ $200k per adult; $160k peds 
based on Ultragenyx pricing

➢ Over $1 billion opportunity
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